
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Greymouth Jockey Club Date: Sunday 6th January 2019 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Dead 5 
Rail: True 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman),  J McLaughlin and D Wadley 
Veterinarian: Dr J Shorten 
Typist: A Keenan 

 

GENERAL:  
Rider C Johnson was unable to attend today’s meeting due to transport difficulties and was replaced as per schedule below. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: HEART OF FAME, TIMY TYLER, FROSTED, NOPELE, OVERTHERIVER, KATIEM MARIE, MAMMA 

SANS 
Suspensions: Race   Nil 

Protests: Race  Nil 

Fines: Race   Nil 

Warnings: Race   Nil 

Follow Up Race  Nil 

Horse Actions: Race  1 
1 

SENATOR DANN – Veterinary clearance required 
TE MOKOPUNA – Veterinary clearance required 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race 
  

1 
3 
4  
6  
7 

LINCOLN ZEPHYR – Z Bholah replaced C Johnson (transport difficulties) 
FROSTED – G Jogoo replaced C Johnson 
LA ROCCETTA – T Jonker replaced C Johnson 
HELL BOUND – J Morris replaced C Johnson 
BRAKBAR – Z Bholah replaced C Johnson 

Late Scratching: 
 

Race 1 
7 

SENATOR DANN – Veterinary advice at 12.05 p.m.  
GIFTED – Veterinary advice at 11.40 a.m.  

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 GREYMOUTH STAR MAIDEN 1500M 

SENATOR DANN (R Mudhoo) – Late scratched on veterinary advice when found to be unfit to race with a full veterinary 
clearance required prior to racing next. 
 
FANTASY FLIGHT (J Morris) - Very fractious in the barriers. Crowded shortly after the start and had to be restrained off 
heels. Lay outwards early stages.  
 
JUST ANOTHER DAY (K Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly and lost ground. 
 
LIVELY INTERST (G Saejorhor) - Lay out shortly after the start, crowding and checking FANTSAY FLIGHT who lost ground.  
Held up by the tiring TE MOKOPUNA for some distance passing the 500 metres eventually having to be restrained for a 
distance passing the 300 metres until finally finding clear racing room in the final straight.    
 



 

 

 
ROSIE MARIE (D Hirini)  - Crowded shortly after the start and lost ground.  Crowded again passing the 1300 metres when 
FANTASY FLIGHT lay outwards at this point.  
 
TAVISTELLA (K Cowan)  - Crowded and had to steady passing the 1300 metres when in tight quarters between ROSIE MARIE 
and LINCOLN ZEPHYR which shifted in marginally. 
 
TE MOKOPUNA  (G Jogoo) – Gave ground from the 500 metres finishing a distant last. A post-race veterinary inspection 
revealed the mare to have suffered a cardiac arrythmia. The connections were advised a full veterinary clearance was 
required prior to racing next.  
 

Race 2 VERNON & VAZEY TR4UCK PARTS 1500M 

WHAT’S UP ALF (K Chowdhoory) - Was slow to begin.    
 
DRESSEDTOKILL (G Jogoo) - Shifted inwards abruptly and made firm contact with TWO THIRTY at the start.   
 
TWO THIRTY (K Cowan) - Buffeted shortly after the start and was unbalanced.  Held up for a distance passing the 500 
metres. 
 

Race 3 JOHN & YVONNE GRANT MEMORIAL MAIDEN 1100M 

THREE SHOTS (J Anderson) – Restrained to the rear on jumping. Raced wide throughout. 
 
PLUSHENKO (K Mudhoo) - Slow to begin. 
 
ARTIC LADY (K Chowdhoory) – Slow to begin. 
 
MONTREUX MISS ( R Mudhoo) – Raced wide throughout. 
 

Race 4 GREYMOUTH BUSINESSES SPRINT 1100M 

NOPELE (K Cowan)  - Underwent a pre-race veterinary inspection after kicking the back gates and getting its hind leg stuck 
momentarily and was cleared to race. Lost a near hind racing plate during the running. 
 
BOYSLIGHTUP (B Murray) - Hampered at the start and got back.  Held up for the majority of the run home and had to be 
shifted wider on the track to find clear racing room passing the 50m.  
 
ABBEY KAY (R Mudhoo) - Shifted ground outward at the start hampering BOYSLIGHTUP with both runners losing ground. 
 
IT’S PANDEMONIUM (Z Bholah) - Raced wide throughout and gave ground over the final 400 metres.  Z Bholah was 
questioned, in the presence of apprentice mentor Mr Walsh, with regard to his ride. Mr Bholah advised that he had been 
advised to let the mare roll and go forward however after being slow away he had been unable to get to the lead and 
decided to keep pressing forward to try to obtain the lead. Passing the 400 metres he had been under pressure and unable 
to improve.  Stewards advised Mr Bholah that in their view he had erred in the fact that he had not taken  cover earlier in 
the race when a chance to do so existed. Mr Bholah was advised that in the future he would need to show better 
judgement and make better decisions.  
 
AJAY TEE (G Jogoo) - Raced wide throughout and gave ground over the final 400 metres. 
 
PROMISING (K Chowdhoory) - Held up for several strides passing the 350 metres. 
 
HAPI ELLA (T Moseley) - When asked to comment on the performance of the favourite the rider advised the filly had 
travelled well until placed under pressure at the 500 metres and failed to respond and was very disappointing. 
 

Race 5 RECREATIONAL HOTEL GREYMOUTH CUP 2000M 

SHOW MACCOOL (T Jonker) - Was slow to begin. 
 
DUFFERS CREEK (K Chowdhoory) - Raced keenly early stages. 
 
FLYING SARDINE (B Murray) - Got its head up when over racing and awkwardly placed on heels passing the 1400 metres. 
 



 

 

Race 6 JACK CURRAGH MEMORIAL/GREY DALY REAL ESTATE 2000M 

EM KAY POPS (K Chowdhoory) - Slow to begin. 
 
KATIE MARIE (R Mudhoo) - Began awkwardly losing ground. 
 
LIL MISS SWISS (B Murray) - Crowded at the start and got back.  Attempted to improve wide from the 1000 metres. 
 
LEILA EVE (G Jogoo) - Raced keenly early stages. 
 
FISHERMANS BLUES (D Hirini) - Raced keenly when in the lead in the early stages.  Was heard to make abnormal breathing 
noises post-race with stewards requesting a post-race veterinary inspection of the horse which revealed a slightly slow 
recovery rate. 
 
JOLT (G Saejorhor) - Had to be steadied off heels of the runner in front passing the 1600 metres. 
 
FLORENCE IVY (K Cowan) - Held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home. 
 
Race 7 CON RICHARDS MEMORIAL 1500M 

SHE’STOOHOTTOTROTT (K Cowan) - Began awkwardly and got back. 
 
MISS DIORELLA (J Morris) - Shifted out abruptly at the start crowding an outside runner.  Gave ground from the 400 metres 
with the rider reporting the mare had felt awkward in its actions.  A post-race veterinary inspection revealed no obvious  
abnormalities. 
 
DUTCH COURAGE (G Jogoo) – Crowded by inside runner at the start and got back.  Had to be steadied off the heels of a 
tiring runner passing the 350 metres. 
 
BRUEGEL (R Mudhoo) - Raced wide throughout. Brushed at the 150 metres. 
 
REBEL ROSE (T Moseley) - Lay in in the run home and shifted in and brushed with BRUEGEL passing the 150 metres. 
 
BRAKBAR (Z Bholah) - Held up for several strides rounding the final bend. 
 

 
 
 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and 
amendment 


